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If you have walked through the foyer

of our church building recently, you

may have noticed three words

displayed prominently there. Perhaps

you wondered what the words mean or

why they are now part of our foyer

decor. We'll get to the "what", but first

the "why". The short answer is that we

are, by nature, forgetful! Have you

ever marveled at your ability to

forget? I know I have! As a church

family, we never want to "forget" what

we're about! We want to stay laser

focused on our purpose and our

mission. The words "Encounter,

Engage and Experience" will help us to

keep that focus and avoid aimlessly

going through the motions. We have a

calling and a purpose to fulfill!  

Pastor Clark Young 

Encounter The first word ENCOUNTER,

reflects the desire that we would

encounter God's power and presence.

Our faith is not to be dry and dusty,

but alive and personal! God has

designed us to encounter Him! May

our prayer be that this becomes a

reality for our circles of

relationship; for our co-workers and  

neighbours... that they would

encounter the power and presence of

God in their lives! This is a purpose

worth living for! 
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On October 11th we will be embarking as a

church family on a journey of prayer with

fasting. I encourage you to join us as we

intentionally set aside time to seek God.

Fasting is one of the spiritual disciplines that

is least talked about. Yet we find this practice

all through Scripture. Jesus was led by the

Spirit to fast at the beginning of his ministry

(Luke 4:1-2). Later, in his teaching, he said that

his followers would fast. We also find

examples of the early church praying with

fasting (Acts 13:2). We fast in obedience to

God's word, to humble ourselves and seek His

presence and power, and to seek His direction. 

I am confident that as you choose to lay

something aside for these 21 days and seek God

more intentionally, that HIs presence will be

close and His power will be released in a fresh

way in your life and circumstance! 

21 Days of Prayer with
Fasting

Encounter God's 
power & presence!

A vital part of our purpose as a church is to

reach BEYOND our walls to those who need to

encounter the power and presence of God in

their lives. Every Thursday and Friday

morning, Pastor Rachel connects with parents

and children in our community through "Music

and Mingle" This is a high energy, fun filled

hour! Pray for her and her team as they build

relationships and bless families. Pray that

there will be open doors to share the hope of

Jesus, and that lives will be transformed as a

result, for the glory of God! 

REACH


